This Month’s Exhibitor

Alta McLaughlin

Alta McLaughlin creates a vibrant reconditioning of the Cigar box. Most people would take the initiative to clear and toss. Not Alta. Her tool of choice—flea markets.

It’s exactly like what we hear everywhere “One man’s trash, is another’s treasure” and Alta has proven it.

Interested in Exhibiting your paintings, photography or special collection? Let us know!
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Our Gallery’s Beginning

Thanks to a generous donation from the Davidoff Family of South Amboy, We are pleased to present Monthly exhibitions.

All exhibitors will be recognized at the Holiday Open House

Monday December 7, 2015

How We Met Alta...

The world is getting smaller by the rise of global technologies; so we decided into delve into the world of social media and expand on exhibition options. But we found Alta the old fashioned way.

She walked in!

She was asked if she knew any artists; Alta volunteered. Her designs are classic and reflect a nostalgic quality to a time forgotten.

Upcoming Shows

July: Gerry Poland-Portraits of a local patron.

August: Children’s collection of cultivated because they are the creative future.

September: Aleksandra Gorski; new up and coming artist. This will be her first show displaying her canvas paintings and her version of the “other side”

October: Middlesex County Arts High School & Arts Middle School; Touring Exhibit of Student Work